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Sustainability is one of Edmonton International Airport’s (EIA) core values.
This includes being responsible stewards to the natural environment while meeting
the Edmonton region’s growing need for air service. Expansion 2012 included new
facilities that can handle higher levels of passengers while meeting standards set by
the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program. EIA is now LEED®
Gold Certified for the terminal expansion and for Central Tower.

What is LEED?
The Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) is a thirdparty certification program for the design,
construction and operation of buildings
that conserve energy, have a low impact
on the natural environment, and provide a
healthy work environment.

Terminal Expansion
LEED® Gold Certified
Energy Conservation
The terminal expansion conserves energy
by using:
• Heating and cooling systems that
are optimized for energy efficiency
• Large windows to allow natural light
to fill large spaces with overhangs
providing shade from direct sunlight
• Automatic lighting controls to adjust
to natural daylight levels
• Sensors automatically turn off
equipment that is not in use
• Highly efficient fluorescent bulbs
instead of incandescent lights for
lighting
• Solar-powered heating system
supplies hot water for use in
washrooms and concessions

15%
of the terminal expansion building is

Green over Grey’s Living Wall in the Canada Arrivals Hall

Future Expansion
• The terminal is built to accommodate
four extra aircraft gates.
• Designing the building for
easy future transformation and
renovations reduces construction
waste and the need for new
materials.

65%

of water use is reduced by efficient
water systems in the terminal building

made from recycled materials
Efficient Water Systems

• Washrooms have electronic sensors
on low-flow faucets and toilets
• Rain water collected in a cistern
underneath the building can be used
instead of potable water for toilets
and other facilities
Healthy Environment
• Low-emitting paints, coatings,
furnishings and finishing products
are used to ensure a healthier indoor
environment for passengers and staff
• The two-storey ‘Living Wall’ feature
in the arrivals area uses carefully
selected plants that filter harmful
matter out of the air to improve
overall indoor air quality while also
providing a stunning natural work
of art
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Central Tower
LEED® Gold Certified
Energy Conservation
• Central Tower’s iconic and symbolic
exterior uses solar energy to heat
• A highly reflective roof minimizes
solar gain and prevents overheating
Functional Architecture
• The tower’s shape enables it to take
full impact of the natural southern
path of the sun
• The sculpted ribbons shades the
office levels during the summer when
sun rays are higher and more intense,
while capturing more sunlight during
winter when sun rays are lower and
weaker
• Continuous rows of windows on each
level provide the interior with ample
natural light
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95%

of construction waste was diverted
from landfills by using a recycling
program during the construction of
the terminal building
Water Conservation
• Unique roof shape collects rain water
during summer for use in toilets and
urinals
• Washrooms have electronic sensors
on low-flow faucets and toilets
Healthy Environment
• Heating and venting systems provide
quality air while using less energy
• Levels heated and cooled using an
efficient under floor displacement air
system
• Each level has electronic thermostats
and humidity sensors to monitor air
quality
• Low-emitting paints, coatings and
furnishings are used to ensure a
healthy indoor environment for staff.
Noise Reduction
• Triple-glazed windows reduce
outside noise for staff and
passengers
• Displacement air system reduces
noise throughout offices
• Floors raised and dampened to
reduce noise between levels
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Solar panels along the rooftop of EIA’s newly expanded terminal.

Outside the Terminal
Sustainability is not just for the terminal
building; there are sustainable facilities
and operations outside as well.
EIA wetland treatment facility
• Facility processes spring runoff and
storm water to remove chemicals

15%
of the new central tower is made
from recycled materials

(such as de-icing solution for jet
planes) before the cleaner water
enters a local creek
• Facility was recently upgraded
to handle more runoff from the
expanded airfield
jetSet “Pay on Foot”
• Electronic kiosks at Parking Exit Plaza
allow customers to pay for their
parking time in advance of leaving
• The faster service reduces the idling
time for vehicles waiting in line to
pay at a manned booth
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• Less idling means more fuel savings
for drivers and less carbon emissions
from parkers
Bus Fleet Upgraded for jetSet
• Transit fleet is switching over to
larger, fuel-efficient buses
• New buses carry more passengers
at once while fuel efficiency reduces
carbon emissions
• EIA is also looking at new projects
and partnerships to broaden its
environmental sustainability program
Edmonton Transit Bus Route 747
• The City of Edmonton has
committed $866,000 over three years
to provide a dedicated bus transit
line from south Edmonton to EIA.
• EIA provides a subsidy of $500,000
to help support the service.

Incentives for taxi companies to switch to
alternative fuels
• EIA provides financial incentives
for taxi companies that provide
dedicated airport service to purchase
vehicles that are hybrid or electric
powered
EIA Carbon Strategy
• Increasing energy efficiency through
such measures as use of LED lighting
• Sustainable energy sources such as
co-generation, involving using waste
heat emitted from power generation
to warm other buildings

10%

of all building material was locally
manufactured

• Buses are to run hourly from 4:10 am
to 12:00 am every day and every half
hour during peak hours.
Alternative Transportation
• EIA is committed to the health and
wellbeing of our employees. Multiple
bike racks have been installed to
encourage cycling to and from work.
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